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The village of Khao Din was facing disaster. Decades ago, the 
farmers in this community in central Thailand had abandoned 
traditional farming methods in favor of mono-cropping rice. By 
clearing forests, eliminating other types of plants and using more 
chemical fertilizers, the soil had become dry, lost its fertility and 
was eroding away - an example of human activities that have 
resulted in environmental degradation and global warming. 

Today, the farmers of Khao Din are prospering once again – but 
this time in a manner that is sustainable and environmentally 
friendly. They turned their situation around by adopting more 
natural methods, diversifying crops and vegetation, and 
replanting and caring for the forest as a community resource. 
Khao Din, which had begun to resemble a desert, is green and 
thriving again as a community living in harmony with nature.

The experience of Khao Din has been replicated in many villages 
across Thailand and beyond its borders. In recent decades, the 
rapid pace of development and industrialization succeeded 
in lifting millions of people out of poverty. The cost of this 
progress, however, has been high. Forests are disappearing. 
The air, water and soil are increasingly contaminated. Moreover, 
greenhouse gases released by factories, cars and even farms 
are raising global temperatures. Climate change is threatening 
human existence.

Taking urgent action on climate change is one of the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals of the United Nations. The question remains, 
however, what is the most successful way to counter climate change? 
While some are searching for new systems or methodologies, the 
approach employed by the village of Khao Din is one that provides 
holistic and sustainable solutions. That approach is known as the 
Suffi ciency Economy Philosophy and it was developed by the late 
constitutional monarch King Bhumibol Adulyadej of Thailand.

The Suffi ciency Economy Philosophy goes far beyond farming in 
providing a framework to respond to climate change. Its principles 
support a menu of actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
including the increasing use of renewable energy, organic farming, 
waste recycling, protecting and replenishing our oceans, soil, forests 
and air. 

That’s why Thai businesses and government have also adopted 
a suffi ciency mindset. Thailand is already the leader in solar and 
wind power generation in Southeast Asia. The government has set 
a goal of sourcing 30 percent of the Kingdom’s energy needs from 
renewables by 2036. Thailand has formulated a Climate Change 
Master Plan and pledged to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 20 to 
25 percent by 2030 as part of the Paris Climate Accords.

Two of nature’s best defenses against climate change are the forests 
and the oceans. Both absorb carbon. Thailand has turned the tide 
on deforestation. Between 1990 and 2010, government, the private 
sector and communities have planted 1.4 million hectares of trees. 
Forest cover is now increasing, and 20 percent of the Kingdom’s land 
is protected with 128 national parks, 60 wildlife sanctuaries and 60 
non-hunting areas. 

Along its coasts, Thailand is restoring mangrove forests, cracking 
down on polluters, limiting access to coral reefs and restoring 

damaged reefs through transplants.  Most importantly, it is 
implementing new laws and rules against illegal, unreported 

and unregulated fi shing to conserve and regenerate 
marine resources that keep the ecology of oceans in 
balance and provide food for millions.

Onshore, water is also essential to the environment. 
Using the suffi ciency mindset, Thailand has adopted 
wiser water management methods. Villagers now 
build small check dams to irrigate fi elds, rather than 
relying on huge concrete government-built dams that 
alter ecosystems. Water is stored in ‘monkey cheek’ 
reservoirs advocated by King Bhumibol, cleansed with 
his patented aerators and replenished through cloud 
seeding in the “Royal Rainmaking Project.”

When put into practice the Suffi ciency Economy 
Philosophy addresses at least 7 of the 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals directly related to climate change: 
Clean Water and Sanitation (SDG6), Affordable and Clean 

Energy (SDG7), Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure 
(SDG9), Responsible Consumption and Production (SDG12), 

Climate Action (SDG13), Life Below Water (SDG14) and Life on 
Land (SDG15). 

If a menu of actions is required to counter climate change, the 
Suffi ciency Economy Philosophy provides a recipe for an effective 
response. Thailand shared its experience when it chaired the 
G77 (Group of 77), comprising 134 developing nations, in 2016. 
“The SEP is particularly relevant in a time of shrinking resources 
and climate change,’’ said Nigeria’s Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Geoffrey Onyeama. Because climate change knows no borders, and 
partnerships are crucial to protecting our planet and preserving its 
delicate environmental balance for the benefi ts of all.
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